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For Tablets & Phones

3.5mm 4 pole connector pin
PL10016 (171-7782)

For PCs

2 x 3.5mm connector pins
PL10015 (171-6578)

Drawstring bag PL16687

- Steel tensioned headband
- Integrated microphone
- Braided cable
- Anti-Pull cable
- Discrete volume control
- Replacable soft ear cups

NEW Home of the Unbreakable Headphones
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(171-7322) (171-7321) (171-7323)

Deluxe Headphones

PC Stereo

PL16543 (171-7317)
+ Mic for Tablets

PL16512 (171-7659)

Lightweight Headphones

+ Mic for PC

PL16697 (171-7316)
+ Mic for Tablets 

PL16689 (171-7443)

KM74 Stereo
PL16696 (171-7364)

3.5mm Stereo plug
Steel reinforced headband

1.8 Metre lead
No microphone

PL10009

3.5mm Male to 2 x 
3.5mm Female adaptor

Stereo/Mono Headphones
PL16729 (171-7646)

3.5mm Stereo plug
6.3mm plug adaptor

Included

Purple - PL16693

Coloured Stereo Headphones

Steel Reinforced 
Headband

1.5 metre lead

3.5mm Stereo plug
Red - PL16694Blue - PL16710
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Robust Educational Optical Mouse PL16564
(591-6971)

Featuring sunken buttons and special moulding 
to prevent damage
Includes braided cable for greater durability
Great for long-lasting educational use

(261-2745)
PL16565

(591-6417)
USB Optical PL16564

Wrist Rest

www.CrusaderAV.co.uk

Call 0115 940 5550 for quantity pricing

Wired Optical Children's Mice

Standard Sized Mice

Orange PL16562 Yellow PL16538 Black PL16541
(591-6517) (591-6518) (591-6519)

Black PL16563

Children benefit from these smaller mice, smooth 
cursor control, precise tracking and easy text 
selection with a perfectly sized, colourful mouse.

The comfortable, contoured shape of  this 3D 
optical mini mouse (9.5x5cm) has been designed 
specifically for small hands, offering optimum 
comfort for both left and right-handed users.

(591-7780)
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Key colours for numbers, 
consonants, vowels, 

punctuation and functions

Aids learning in young children
Colour-coded groupings
Ideal for visually impaired users
Big buttons and large print keys

All children's keyboards have extra-large (one-inch) keys, with easily readable lettering – choose 
from white, black, colour-coded or high contrast yellow.

Upper Case High Contrast

Colour-Coded PL16515 Black on White PL16518

Black on Yellow PL16726 White on Black PL16520
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Wireless Keyboard & Mouse 
PL16713

Wireless Keyboard + Nano Dongle
PL16731

(591-7281)(591-7282)

Wireless

Standard Keyboard & Mouse Set 
PL16752

Features high quality membrane tactile 
keystrokes.
Water resistant - water can be vented 
through vent holes.

Large Print 104 Key Keyboard 
PL16514

Entry level 104 key Keyboard 
PL16705

(591-7852)

(591-6660)

(591-7001)

Wired
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Professional onsite audit service saving time and resources

Cloud based software keeps data safe and secure offsite

Access asset information from multiple sites with a single login

Get the total value of  assets directly through School Audit

Easily report faults in equipment with QR codes

Attach digital documents to assets for storing and retrieving

Manage the status of  assets to see current & previous locations

Free unlimited audit labels throughout your subscription

Set regular checks for your vehicles and get reminders

Receive reminders and monitor statutory checks for due tasks

Easy to use reporting tool exportable to PDF or CSV

Full UK support team available for questions and queries
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The Number One Sign-In & Visitor 
Management Solution For

Education & Business

Contact Crusader to arrange 
A FREE ON-SITE DEMO

Intuitive touchscreen interface allows users to sign in and 
print their own ID badge

Log staff, visitor and contractor information in full compliance 
with GDPR guidelines

Extensive range of  sign in options (RFID, fingerprint, facial 
recognition and more)

Store all DBS numbers and expiry information in one central 
location

Display site policies and perform contractor inductions 
through the system

Manage absences and track working hours of  your staff, pupils 
and contractors

Powerful custom report builder with an extensive set of  
predefined reports included

Evacuation app lets you quickly account for all pupils, staff  
and visitors in an emergency
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Today, businesses and organisations need streamlined communications, 
enabling users to communicate securely using a range of  devices, instantly, 
wherever they are. We supply the highest quality tailored communication 
solutions that work across different locations and time zones, helping to 
reduce costs, improve efficiency and increase productivity across the 
workforce.

Phone Crusader FIRST and get the most competitive 
quotation, then phone the rest and compare!

Collaborative Meeting Room Solutions
From Board meetings to client consultations, delivering training or group 
discussions, every business understands the importance of  a clear, 
interactive and accessible presentation for making an impression.

Interactive capabilities, now built into 
screens and software as standard, have 
developed dynamically since their 
introduction only a few years ago.  
Innovation and user-friendly operation 
is improving the way we work and learn 
at all levels. As part of  today’s 
integrated communication solutions, 
interactive displays are the key element 
in totally connected meeting and 
education rooms across the UK and all 
around the world.

✓ Free Try Before you Buy Trial

Meeting room technology is changing – and changing fast. With the latest 
wireless systems that we provide, presenting and sharing information is 
easy, quick, painless and secure. Participants can access, present and 
share information instantly from their own portable equipment, without the 
risk of  leaving files on other computers or devices after use.



Crusader will deliver the best and most 
cost effective solution for your 
requirements.  A truly fit-for-purpose 
solution – we won't overcomplicate and 
we never over-sell, so you can always 
be sure that the impartial advice we give 
you is no more and no less than you 
need. 
Our success in building long-term 
relationships with reputable 
manufacturers and distributors in the IT 
sector and the AV industry has made us 
one of  the premier suppliers of  AV 
solutions and equipment, able to source 
virtually any product to fit our 
customer’s needs.

Fun for the whole Class

✓ Free Demonstration & Site Survey

Tailored solutions designed specifically to engage, inform 
and inspire students and teachers alike have been a 
fundamental part of  the Crusader design criteria in the 
education arena.

Audio visual systems continue to 
influence and change the way that 
we teach and learn, providing 
collaborative environments that 
allow students to interact with 
content whenever and however is 
best for them.  Presenting a clear 
and understandable message is 
paramount to any teaching 
process and Crusader offers 
presentation and education 
solutions that are designed to 
empower managers, teachers and 
educators across all levels.

Interactive Classroom Solutions
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Schedule, Publish and 
Manage Your Content

Digital Signage is more than 
just creating visually 
attractive content. It is also 
about making sure your 
messages are delivered on 
time to the right audience. 
iiSignage allows you to select 
the best time and place to 
show your content.

Create Your Own Professional 
Content in No-Time

Creating your own 
signage advertisements 
with iiSignage is simple 
and fast. 

Start by using one of  the 
free templates to build 
your designs

iiSignage is a free-to-use digital 
signage content management 
software that comes standard 
with any of  the 40-series 
Professional Large Format 
Digital Signage displays.

iiSignage Digital Signage
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Interactive Screens

With its Full HD resolution and 
accurate 10 point touch, the 
ProLite projective capacitive range 
(PCAP) delivers seamless and 
accurate touch response. The 
AMVA panel technology 
guarantees an excellent choice for 
a vast array of  demanding 
interactive applications. The Anti-
Glare coating helps to avoid issues. 

Interactive Displays

iiyama’s interactive large 
format displays are available in 
different sizes from 32” to 86”, 
incorporating the best panel 
technologies, the screens 
feature exeptional colour 
quality and a clear and detailed 
image from all angles.
Out of  the box with zero 
software restrictions and 
suited for extended use all day.

Interactive Touch Screen Monitors

Contact Crusader to arrange 
A FREE ON-SITE DEMO
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Foot Rests

Rocking PL16756Deluxe PL16727
(261-4482) (261-7694)

Desktop Stand & With Shelf

330mm x 435mm 330mm x 435mm

330mm x 500mm330mm x 500mm

Medium PL10018 Medium PL16723 (261-7884)

Large PL16775 Large PL16735 (261-7886)

Height Adjustable Smart Stand

Raise your monitor or laptop to an ergonomically correct eye level, increasing your viewing comfort 
while maximizing desk space.

Accommodates most 13" to 32" monitors, laptop, printers and other office machines

This stand features a contemporary design with stacking columns, letting you choose the ideal height 
for your monitor. With ample clearance between the stacking columns, this stand provides plenty of  
room to fit a small laptop or supplies underneath. 

A non-skid column base and 10kg/22lbs of  support help to ensure your monitor or other electronic 
devices rest securely while you work. 

Features cable management that keeps cords in place.
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Height adjustable sit or stand 
workstation with a de-luxe desk top 
(950mm x 615mm) that features a 
sturdy design yet of simple durable 
steel construction.
Squeeze the handle to effortessly 
lift or lower the desktop to your 
desired height.

Allows users to stand while 
working, encouraging a healthier 
lifestyle.

Inbuilt keyboard tray and an extra 
storage slot for your phone,tablet 
and other accessories

Ultra Slim Gas Spring Sit-Stand 
Workstation (795mm x 540mm)

Encourages a healthier lifestyle by 
allowing you to stand or sit while 
writing or using a laptop or tablet.

Height adjustable sit or stand 
workstation desk top that features 
a sturdy design yet of simple 
durable steel construction.

Simply lift or lower the desktop to 
your desired height.

PL16699 (261-8013)

PL16700 (261-8014)

Ultra Slim profile for space saving & easy storage
Large solid base ensures it stays sturdy and stable at any height
12 height settings for optimal viewing height (height range 37 to 407mm)
Non-skid Silicone Pads protect work surface from scratches or scuffs
Weight limit 15Kg/33lbs

Moves easily from a flat desk to a height comfortable to stand at.
Weight limit 15Kg/33lbs
Keyboard weight limit 2Kg/4.4lbs

Sit/Stand Workstation with Keyboard Shelf

Sit/Stand Workstation without Keyboard Shelf
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Many other desktop and
wall mounts are available

Call Crusader for more details

Heavy Duty Flat Panel Wall Mount
PL10025

Designed to fit most 37"-70" curved & 
flat panels up to 80kg/176lbs. 

Adjustable structure provides effortless 
tilting of  viewing angle without the use of  
tools. 

Post-installation leveling adjustment 
ensures the screen is always perfectly 
positioned after hanging. 

Open architecture provides superior 
ventilation and easy access for wiring. 

Can be mounted to your desk either 
by a desk clamp or a grommet

Detachable VESA plate enables an 
easy installation of  your screens

You can freely adjust your viewing 
height for an optimal ergonomic 
working position

In-built cable management to keep 
everything organised

This can be mounted to your desk 
either by a desk clamp or a grommet 

A detachable VESA plate enables an 
easy installation of  your screen

You can freely adjust your viewing 
height for an optimal ergonomic 
working position 

In built cable management to keep 
everything organised 

Double Monitor Clamp PL16779

Single Monitor Clamp PL16780
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Low cost visualiser / document scanner 
supported by powerful enhanced USAVI 
software

5 Mega pixel auto focus facility visualiser  
includes a Kensington style anti-theft 
cable and lock slot

Maximum resolution of  2560 x 1920

4 white LED lights brightness adjusted for 
optimum illumination

Full 13MP Still Image Capture
Powerful Annotation & Presentation 
Software
Compatibility with Boards and Panels

Built in Microphone for Ultra HD Video and 
Audio Capture
5 Year Manufacturer Warranty

Auto Focus/ Auto Focus Lock / Manual Focus

Accurate Positioning with 5 Pivot Points

Optical Character Recognition

So much more than the average visualiser, it's a 
high resolution scanner, HD webcam and video 
recorder combined!

Connects directly to any HDMI or VGA display 
device, such as touchscreens or projectors, or can 
connect via USB 2.0 or USB 3.0 SuperSpeed to a PC 
or Mac. 

Built-in LCD screen lets you see what your class is 
seeing. 

Advanced sensor delivers uncompressed YUV video 
with 4K clarity, giving you 4x as many pixels than 
the resolution of  a 1080p HDTV, resulting in no 
image quality loss.  Save in .jpeg, multi-
paged .pdf, .png, .tiff  and others.

PL15854

PL16491

PL16611 (891-7313)

Hovercam Ultra 8

Hovercam Solo 8 Plus

5 Megapixel Goose Neck Visualiser

Visualisers
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Call Crusader to obtain a quotation 
for your next purchase

Immediately begin to enjoy the benefits of  more powerful 
computers within your organisation without breaking your 
budget
Be confident your equipment has been professionally 
refurbished

All data carefully wiped (GDPR compliant)
All repairs completed
Fully tested
Preinstalled with genuine fully compliant 
Microsoft Certified Software

Receive Microsoft's free web support
Reduce the quantity of  e-waste going to a land fill
Enjoy a 3 year RTB warranty

What Authorised Refurbished Equipment Can Do For You

When you need to replace your 
computers, whether they are 
desktop, laptops, tablets, or 
Chrome devices we can supply 
you with high quality refurbished 
equipment at unbelievable prices, 
and all from a UK based Microsoft 
Authorised Refurbisher.

Cheaper Than New Replacements

Save Money on your Budget
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At Crusader we understand that with budgets being constrained in the education 
sector there has never been more pressure on schools and academies to deliver 
what can seem to be the impossible. Keeping up to date with ever changing 
requirements for school buildings and classrooms, as well as ensuring teachers 
have the necessary training to maximise the learning content for their pupils can 
seem like an uphill struggle.

Why Choose Us?
Budget: Restricted declining budgets + a 
greater demand on spend, including your 
school’s IT equipment
Service Free Operating Lease: Enables the 
school to use the equipment they require 
over a period of  time with no capital outlay – 
through a known rental payment
Flexible: Flexible enough to add more 
equipment at any time during the period 
should your needs change
Choice: Select the payment profile and 
period that most suits your needs. Rentals 
can be paid monthly, quarterly, termly, or 
yearly; in advance or arrears; over a 3-5 year 
period
Ongoing: At the end of  the initial period you 
can hand the equipment back, continue 
using the equipment and pay a rental, or 
refresh the equipment for new

Projector Lamps
Crusader have a database of  projector lamps that fit over 10,000 projector 

models.
Every brand and model of  projector lamp ever manufactured can be 

sourced by Crusader.

We offer an amazing 2 years warranty against lamp failure across the range

Here at Crusader, we pride ourselves on having the widest range of  
replacement lamps available anywhere. Not only that, we also guarantee that 

our prices are the most competitive you'll find, anywhere!!

Compliant Equipment Leasing
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